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History

ln August 1997 Ciex approached Government with the following propositions:

effectively under Bderbtdcontrol, and were serving the interesrs of old

r6grme adherents rather than the country as a whole;

cymcally and dishonestly bth. major interests;

recoverable : an example was tle Absa 'lifeboat', of which Government was

then unaware:

*iq.t.ly black problem : but under white rule it had been instinrtionalised;

apartheid were vulnerable : forms of restitution might be sought;

not help Government to act or give honest advice;

borne by recoveries.



These propositions were accepted. Priorities for aprojecr endtled 'Spear'were agreed.

Ciex was contracted by Government (Seaion 2), instructed to work through SASS, and

encouraged to concentrate on Absa (potential recovery of R3 billion+). The operarion

was to be self-funding and profitable for Government (section 3).

Ciex then wor:ked on:
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Absa (Section 4)

Liabilfuies of Sanlam andRembrandt (Seaion 5)

International restirution (Secrion 6)

Armscor (Section 7)
'Gnome'. Evidence of misappropriated funds under control of a former
Minister (Section 8)

Miscellaneous potential recoveries (Section 9)

Economic factors zupponing conflict in the Great Lakes Region (Section 10)

Islamic zubversion and PAGAD (Section 11)

Gex also offered proposals on:

Revenue enhancement through improved customs collection (Section 12)

Management of the intelligence services (Section 13)

Gex's formal contract was suspended on 31 December L998,but the companywas

informallytasked (without payment) to continue wor:lr on Absa, Armscor payments, and
Bond issues, with the assurance that the contract be revived after the Eleaion. This has
not happened. The various enquiries which have been begun at ofticial expense and
continued at our own charge, and which offer considerable political and financiat rewards
to Government, are thus left hanging in the air.



Project 'Spear'Work Plan (Awgust 1997)
(Note: the text of Ciex's contract is at Appendix B)

Vork Plan

Areas of proposed activity

1. Recovery of funds

^. Illegal lifeboats/subventions by SARB

b. Other leads to misappropriated funds

2. Assistance in gaining control of the banking system by developing lwerage

with

^. Stals, SARB board

b. A3SA

3. Assistance in planning negotiation with Swiss Government and Banking

Communlty to achieve

^. Help in recovery of funds

b. Positive zupport for SA currency and Government tinance

4. Dwelopment of information which will offer leverage with major commercial

interests in SA, notablyRembrandt Group andAnglo.

5. Support for action and publicity which will produce political benefits.



Strategy

If Government is to Purnre these proposals it will be importanr ro conceal for as long as
possible the fact of this intention and of a co-ordinated effort. The extent of
Governmenr's intentions and determination should emerge by degrees.

A rolling Progralnme should be developed wfth conrinuous activity on rwo levels, overr
and coven. The programme should have three strategic objectives:

l' To bring the SARB under control, achieve recompense for illegal SARB
subventions and lifeboats, and manage the replacement of Stals.

This objective offers the most immediare financial and political dividends. In
addition to the Bankoqp/Absa lifeboat there are believed to have been very
substantial zubventions to the Dutch Reformed Chtuch, K\fV and Volkskas.
Given the potential for blow-back on currency stabilitythe timing and handling of
any moves will require caution, expert banking advice, and possibly some prior
discussion with the \florld Bank and us Governmenr.

Successful completion of this exercise wirhin a 6-month period should be
Obiective 1.

2' To obtain support from the Swiss through development of an entirely new
relationship with the banking community and the govemment which recognises
the need for restinrtion for past support for, and profit from zupportinB, rhe
apanheid r6gime, and provides help in purzuing offshore funds and giving supporr
for the SA curren cy {Ldthe SAG's financial needs. The levers available ro achieve
this are the D'Amato Holocau$ campaign example, the continued mar{<eting of SA
gold through Zurich, the tlrreat of embarrassment and of acnral prosecutions in
relation to sanctions brealdng. This Objective 2 should be pursued in parallel with



Objective 1 with the aim of securing some degree of support or co-ordination

when the moves associated with Objeaive 1 are triggered. Expert advice on both

the banking and commodity trading aspects of the proposal will be needed.

3. Bringing about a more supportive attitude to Government's obiectives both

social and economic on the part of maior SA business interests, and

especiallyto 'empowerment'. Leverage to achieve this Obiective 3 should emerge

from the zuccessful purzuit of the other two Objectives and from evidence of

successful recovery of overseas cash holdings or other assets. Investigation to

achieve the latter should be a continuing activity at all stages but the potential

impact of the three strategic objectives described above suggests thry be given

priority.

All this being accompanied and underpinned by a continuous effort to recover

assets.

Suggested work-plan for SPEAR: 6 months

Vithin a 6-monfh period, W 23 March 1998, SPEAR should aim to have complaed

achievement of Obiective 1 (ifeboat restitution) and be in an advanced stage in relation

to Obiective2 (Swiss negotiation). k should also have made zubstantial progress in

identifying or acnrally recovering illegally held offshore assets:

'Within 6 weeks of commencement produce apaper setting out the

circumstances in which the BAI\KORP/ABSA lifeboat was provided, the

mechanisms through which it operated, and the grounds for believing that it was

illegal and that asset recovery is due.

\ftthin 2 months add substantial information on other SARB zubventions which

are potentially recoverable.
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4.

3. Recruit a senior international banking adviser to assist by advising on the

implementation of action wfuh SARB and facilitate a supportive anitude from, e.g.

\florld Bank and USG; monitor SARB/Stals aaivity; advise on replacement of

Stals.

Identify and pursue recovery targets.

\ffthin 4 months prepare detailed briefs and programme for Swiss negotiations.

Advise on implementation of these.

\ffthin 6 months prepare detailed briefs to support discussions with leading

business entities.
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A self-funding project

Gex's work was to be ultimately self-funding and profitable. The contracr provided

mondrly fees to Ciex to fuel operations and allotted acommission to Ciex on monies

acrually recovered. All the fees, and all other costs of obtaining recovery, were to be

deducted before pa).ment of commission.

Potential profitability of the operation is illustrated by the following amounts which Cio<

has to date identified and provided Government with the oppornrnityto recover:

Ciex is currendy investigating:

Embassy, totdling 14.4 billion Rand.



Tbe Absa Enquiry

Discovery of the fraud

The existence of the illegal gtft to Bankory/Absa of.3.2 billion Rand, dressed up as a

lifeboat, and organised by Chris Stals in concert with Marinus Daling, Danie Cronje and

Anton and Johan Rupert, was discovered by Gex dtuing L995 when working on behalf of

L-I( investors in Tollgate who had been defrauded byAbsa's management with the

collaboration of Stals and senior SARB managers.

Investigation ordered

Gex brought the matter to the attention of Government in L997 andwas tasked in

August of that ye r to make an enquiry. In reports delivere d on 29 November 1997 and

8 Jarruary 1998 a full account was produced of the manner in which public money had

been misappropriated. It described the nature of the illegalities, including criminal fraud

b,v senior managers and board members, the illicit profit-making by shareholders, and the

roles of panicipating individuals and interests. Expen legal and financid opinion was

included indicating that Government might safely and legally seek recovery oI $rms up to

l0 billion Rand from Absa and its shareholders, md that criminal charges could be

brought against the principal individuals concerned for major ads of insider-trading and

false accornting.

Ministerial meetings

All this material was discussed on 13 and 25 January by the relwant Ministers (]ustice,

Finance, Trade and Industry,Labour, Intelligence) with the Ciex team. This included Sir

Kit McMahon (former Deputy Governor, Bank of England), Piere du Toit (AIrIC

member, Senior Partner of Arthur Andersen) and Eberhard Bertelsmann SC (Past



President of the Pretoria Bar). Provisional agreement was reached that recovery should

be purzued. Ciex prediaed that Absa and Sanlam would resist and obstruct the process

and s-ould develop false suggestions of a danger of systemic risk. Vhich is precisely what

rhor have since done.

Heath brought in

To establish a publicly recognisable framewor{r for recovery the matter was passed to

J"dg. Heath for formal investigation. Ger< secretty assisted his enquiry by *pply"tg

Heath with copies of the reports, arranging meaings for him and his staff with the Bank

of England and elsewhere, liasing with the Heath Unit on points of detail, and providing

support to the accountancy firm Godobo Partners who were examining certain aspects of

the matter on Heath's behalf.

Ciex also reported regularlyto SASS on the strategy and acdvities of Absa management in

obstruaing Heath and developing a number of spurious defences, while at the same time

making actual provision ro pay 3.2 billion Rand over a four year period should Heath or

the Government require them to do so.

In mid-1999 Ciex reported to SASS that Cronje had told one of the baxkt financial

advisers in London "'We are getting the South African Government pretty much under

control in this matter, and mightwell get awaywith no more than a warning". Ciex also

reported to SASS that SARB Deputy GovernorJames Cross, a close associate of both

Cronje and Stals, was working activelywith C"r,'onje to frustrate any attempt to seek

recovery. Cross continued to claim that the subvention of Absa was a normal support

operation, despite overwhelming evidence to the contrary, fi"dty and conclusively

accepted by Heath, and the specific advice of the Bank of England.
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Provision of advice to Deputy Governor
I

I
r I, became apparent that the Minister of Finance, the new Governor of the SARB and the
II H."d of South African Revenue Services were inclined, or were accepting advice, not to

I ttppon Heath. \fithin the SARB Deputy Governor Gill Marcus, responsible for
I

Supervision, was being invited to take a view of the matter based on deliberately
I

I mendacious advice from her colleague James Cross, and without having been shown any

I of the material which described and exposed the fraud and the manner in which recovery
I
I could safely be achieved. Ciex arranged to rectify this situation, and to supply Gill

I M*cus with a more balanced picnrre including the advice of distinguished independent
I

exPerts.
I
I
. Effectiveness of Absa's covert campaign
I
I

I H.at} has j"dg.d the 'lifeboat'to be illegal and due for repayment, but has yielded to
I

pressure not to demand repayment. It is incontrovertible that paymenr ovtaperid,oftime

| 
*ould pose no risk to either the bank or the system. Absa has, indeed, 

"lt."dy 
earmarked

funds for the puqpose - but is delighted to be able to keep them. Absa direcrors and
I
I seruor managers who have made personal fornrnes through fraudulent share deals made

I 
potsible bythe lifeboat are relieved to escape prosecution or censure.

I

I
I
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Absa : A blwe-print fo, recoaery

Background

Absa's managers, directors and shareholders have used everytrick in the book to avoid

repayment - while at the same time privately making provision to repay over a four year

period in case Heath might require this.

The pressure thry have generated has been effective in stopping action byJudge Heath.

The proposed fuither SARB enquiry - 'an investigation of an investigation'- introduces

fresh delays, suggests a lad< of will by Government ro enforce the rules, and continues

the mood of uncertainty. Absa is able to pay,Heath has nrled that Absa is liable 6 pry;

the following notes suggest a stratery for obtaining 'voluntaqy'repayment from Absa.

If Absa 'volunteers'repayment, 
in an agreed schedule which is evidently consisrent with

the bank's ability to Pay, there can be no question of risk to the bank itself and the whole
(entirely spurious) idea of systemic risk also falls away.

These notes are based on advice from sources in the US Federal Reserve and the Bank of
England as to the action which would be taken in similar circumsrances (if this could be

envisaged) wfuh banks within their jurisdiaion.

Conditions

Recovery can proceed without fuither recourse to law if Government decides that it:

Accepts Judge Heath's ruling that the 'Lifeboat'was an illegal gift and liable

to rePaFment;

\ilishes to obtain recovery if this can be rnanaged without endangering either

the institution, Absa, or the Oa;l,rint sysrem;



The oppornrnity exists in two circurnstances:

As the instinrdon charged with statutory authority to regulate and control

the banking system the SARB has a duty to ensure that banks are managed

o"V byproperly fitted persons.

Heat}'s enquiry demonstrates that the managers of Absa, and some

directors, have made large personal profits from insider trading, using their

knowledge of the 'lifeboat' secret subvention. Thry are thus personally

liable to criminal charges for fraud, as well as for breaches of the Companies

Aa. Thry can quite fatrly and obviously be judged unfit to manage a bank.

The individuals controlling the bank can thus be presented with the choice of:

either being deprived of their positions, md b.i"S pursued personallywith

criminal charges and damage zuits,

ar:ranglng a voluntary repayment plan which will enhance tleir personal

prestige and that of the bank.

Method

Once aszured unequivocally of the Government's wishes and zupport, the Governor

would sunmon the directors of Absa and the principals of their shareholders, Sanlam and

Rembrandt, to the SARB. He would make it clear:

That he was acting with the Government's fullsupport.

That an immediate resolution of the Absa problem was now required.

i.
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ii.

Hewould then indicate that:

Both Government and the SARB accepted Heathb conclusions : the 'Lifeboat'was

an unlawful gift liable to repaFment;

The SARB recognised a legal obligation to pursue the institutions and directors

(narned) with regard to:

Insider dealing

Contraventions of the Companies Act

False accounting

The fiduciary responsibilities of directors

iii. The SARB considered that certain directors (named) therefore failed to meet the

standards necessary to be approved by the SARB as directors of a financial

institution, md required them to resign immediately. Evidence of wrong-doing

would be passed to the prosecuting authority. Failure to respond immediatelywith

the required resignations would rezult in publication of the SARB's decision to

declare these individuals unfit and to encourage prosecurion.

'S7e 
have Senior Counsel's opinion, submitted in our earlier reponing, to support this

position. All directors of Absa who have served in recent years are vulnerable to being

declared untit. All of them have important national and international connections which

would be hugely damaged by SARB criticism of their personal conduct. The leverage is

therefore very powerful. Furthermore the threat to disqualify directors would have to be

accepted and dealt with by the shareholders or the management of the bank would be

entireh discredited.

In both Britain and the United States, v/e are assured, this form of action would be

peremptorily pursued and criminal charges would be pressed. In the circumstances of
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I

South Africa Absa and its shareholders might be offered the choice : volunteer restitution
I
I over a convenient period or face personal retribution including personal liability tor

I 
dr-ages to defrauded shareholders.

I

I Absa has always threatened to defend itself endlessly, with litigation funded from the
I

bank, if required to repay the f.ifeboat'. The mahod suggested here defeats this
I

I porsibiliry. The SARB has complae and unchallengeable authority to declare directors in

, 
its opinion unfit to act.

I

I Profasioral lqal mdfnmcial aduice ffiddruilnffirnrlatidmre arc

a'wilaHe to suppot this stra,tqt - @Adi Mid h rrplM eiilrer

W or aftsr t]* Wjntd, SARB enquiry.
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Potential for recoaerirg 3-5 billion Rands from Sanlam

and Rembrandt

J"dg. Heath's decision on the Absa 'Lifeboat's'illegalityprovides Government with the

oppornrnity to obtain additiond recovery b *i"g Absa's pti".tpal shareholder for the

value of the enhancement of their shares achieved at the ta:r-p4yers expense by th. secret

subvention of Absa.

In 1992 Absa bought the lifeboat-enhanced Bankoqp from Sanlam forAbsa shares for a,

price of l.lbillion Rands. In his statement in November 1999,J"dg. Heath states: "The

value of the 'Lifeboat' was taken into account in determining the purchase price of the

shares in Bankorp".

The entire price p"id by Sanlam of Rl.lbillion for Bankoqp equated to the value of the

1i[eboat'. It was the taxpayer - not Sanlam - who was the effecdve owner of Bankoqp.

The value of Sanlam's holding in Absa has today nearly quadrupled to R3.8billion. This

entire enhancement could be claimed by Goverrrment on behalf of the ta(payer. A lesser

amount could be claimed from Rembrandt and its associates.

Lqol Wianto sttpprt tJres statsltsts is awilalte.
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I nt ernati o nal re stitutio n

South Africa's greatest economic needs are for inward investment and for international

flxrency suPPort.

Both are in the gift of foreign govemments and tinancial and commercial instinrtions

which made huge sums in partnership with the apartheid r6gime. The transactions were

secret and often illegal.

The Holocaust Restitution Campaign managed by Senator D'Amato has shown the

rmlnerability of the Governments, banks, companies and individuds ro pressure based on

sound intelligence.

Government has an oppornrnityto:

investment progranrmes;

governments and instinrtions vrhich profited;

Gex has developed considerable material to suppon zuch action.

A Specific Opportunity

Under the terms of our contract with the Government we investigated one particular

transaction in which the French Government while a signatoryto LIN sanctions secretly

supplied helicopters to South Africa and exracted a 30o/o premium for doing so. The

premium amounted to US$900 million paid through a network of secretly held bank

16



accounts. 
'S7e 

have access to intelligence on these, and legal opinion that the monry

could be reclaimed by the Government joining a legal action in the US courts.

On instructions from the President, Ms Gumbi is currendy examining the scope for

litigation in this matter. The French Government, and the now pardy privatised company

concerned, wish to avoid scandal. There is scope for obtaining a substantial transfer of

assets, possibly in the form of investment, and also for developing a more supportive

relationship between France and South Africa. 
'We 

can provide detailed intelligence to

assist in achieving these objectives.

There are similar oppornrnities, with such countries as Gennany and Switzerland" for the

Government to seek different forms of restitution offering imponant economic and

political dividends. Among them could be improved investor confidence in South Alrica.

Restitution : Switzerland and Germ^ny - and France

C-ornmercial lenders around the world are relucant to provide finance for inward

investrnent projects for South Alrica because of concerns about stability, the political

orientation of the govemment, identification of South Alrica as vulnerable to the

pressures which have made investment unrewarding in other Atrican countries.

This lack of tinancial suppon is a crucially inhibiting faeor for the development of the

South Atrican economy and the achievement of Government's key objectives.

Two of the world's most powerful banking communities, each closely linked to the

goverrlments of their countries, gained enormous benefits from their qfnical zuppon for

the apartheid r6gime. The countries concerned are Switzerland and Germany.

Both are particularly vulnerable to pressure on this issue at the present time.
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The Swiss - bankers and government - have suffered the humiliation of the holocaust

accusations and demands for restitution, backed by the political power of the Jewish

lobby in the US and a real prospect of sanaions being applied to Swiss banks. The Swiss

are desperate to recover a 'clean'image and to slough off their reputation of providing a

safe haven for dirty monry. A new generation of Swiss magistrates has proved

remarkably co-operative in facilitating the asset tracing operations of their colleagues

from Sp"ir, France and Italy. The Elf Aquitaine scandal in France has proved that Swiss

banking secrets which were aszumed to be safe forever carLbe revealed. The pressures

qilich have proved effecdve are:

detailed intelligence

publicrty

determination on the part of the investigating magistrate

political support

In the face of these pressures the Swiss banking system has yielded up some of its secrets

in relation to French and Spanish government-sponsored corruption.

In August L997 in the meetings at which the programme for Ciex's workwas first

discussed it was agreed that the main emphasis was on tvro objectives. Each of them

offered very obvious political as well as economic advantages. The first was the 'Lifeboat'

iszue. The secondwas the creation of a framewor{r of information to slupport

negotiations with the Swiss.

The political and economic benefits of purzuing the 'lifeboat' issue, if it is pursued, will

prove to be substantid. The political and economic benefits of pursuing the Swiss iszue

and following up in Germany (and France) could be even more &amatic, as is shewn by

the case described above.
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The economic benefits of obtaining support from these major financial centres, quite

apffi from the scope for acnral asset recoverftcould be very important indeed. But there

couldalsobe amajordividendinpoliticalterms. Oneof thebenefitsof purzuingAbsa,

and showing howthe business 'establishment'had defrauded its own people, was

recognised from the beginning as an oppor$nityto level up public perceptions of

comrption. At that stage these focused firmly on alleged cornrption by black politicians,

but here was an oppornrnity to show that corruption also existed at the highest levels of

the white business and official community.

The Swiss /German/Frenchiszues could have the same effect on an international scale.

The main deterrent to foreign investment in South Africa is a perception - however

invalid - of uncontrolled crime and comrption and instabiliry. Some rolling back of the

carpet which conceals the profiteering and comrption which was indulged in and

facilitated by Swiss and German banks and industrialists, with the acquiescence of t}eir

governments, in zupporting and exploiting apartheid could similarlyhelp to balance

international opinion in relation to South Atrica - especidlywhen combined with the

Government's well-publicised campaign against comrption at home.

It is not the case that there is an unusual degree of corruption in South Africa, so much as

that it is sometimes less sophisdcated and thus more obvious than in some western

countries. Exposure of past practices could produce a more favourable view. A

campaign to obtain restitution could bri"g political and financial benefits. Negotiation

backed by sound intelligence could produce supporr for the economF.

There is at present an uncoordinated attempt by some church and other non-

govemmental organisations to move along these lines in relation to Switzerland. Ciex is

in touch with some of the people involved. It is clear that the very limited information

available to them and the poor co-ordination of their effons is unlikelyto achieve the

desired rezult - although thg' have shown a.r.ery useful ability to attftrct publicrty to the

issue.

I

I
I
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I
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Ciex would like to prusue the project we originally zuggested two years ago. \We have

akeady done some preliminarywork on the issue. 
'We 

are in touch about it wkh Senator

D'Amato's team and with members of the Volcker Cnmmittee and we have sources who

can contribute information from both Switzerland and Germany. It is worth

remembering that from Nico Diedericks' spell as Finance Minister in South Alrica

onwards ̂ very strong relationship developed between the main German banks and the

apanheid government. Ciex has good contacts with the German government, especially

with Green politicians who would be very interested in this matter and in promoting

restitution. Germany, too, is currendyvulnerable to embarrassing pressures.

All we need to pursue this qrestion is a budget and agreement to proceed. Therewould

be no political 'downside'to our involvement, or risk of embarrassment. 
'We 

could

continue to be deniable so far as the Government is concerned. Vhere necessarywe

would claim to be working for unidentified interested par-ties, probably in the US. \We

would not in any case expect to attract publicity.

TIn inrndiate iss,te is a drcision. onp,nsuit of th F?vtd) Worflfrtiry.
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Armscor

At the beginning of 1999 Ciex was encouraged by SASS to supporr an invesrigation

ordered by the President into Armscor transactions. Ciex has identified:

The main bank accounts through which commission payments were made

byArmscor on arms deals from L972 onwards.

Evidence of payments of US$20 million per month tlrough bank accounrs

in Luxembourg and elsewhere controlled by the Armscor unit in the Paris

Embassy. Payments continued at this rate from L985-I995 reaching a sum

far in excess of the cost of equipment ordered

Potential undisclosed liabilities to Government through use of the Armscor

pension fund to support a200 million US dollar credit for arms deals.

\fitnesses offering evidence of major misappropriation of public money by

senior Armscor offi cials.

lnformation available to Ciex suggests oppornrnities for hrg. cash recoveries and also

potential liabilities of which Governmenr is unaware.
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'Gnome'

On 11 February 1998 Gnome, who is a senior former South African cabinet minister

subsequendy identified from photographs, arrived at Dulles Aiqport, Vashington DC

from the Bahamas. He was accompanied by a senior partner of the German law firm of

Punder Vollhart \(/eber Axe of Frankfun.

The two men arrived in a private jet leased from a company owned by Charles Oliver, a

businessman with strong South Alrican connections. As they had cleared customs and

immigration in the Bahamas there was no record of their arrival in the United States.

Gh. aircraft's fuel bill for the Bahamas stop-over confirms the flight). Thry were picked

up on the tarmac by a local limousine company andwere driven to the MayflowerHotel

in \fashington where a room had been booked in the name of Anke Sessler of Punder

Vollhart.

Also involved in arrangements for the meetingwas Klaus'Weber, owner and managing

director of Seal Bureau of Investigation and C.onnrltffiV,of Randpark Ridge 2L56,

Johannesb*g. 
'Weber 

is a German national and was formerly a member of the East

German Police VIP Protection and Counter Terrorist Unit. Seal offers executive close

protection and aviation security services.

At the Mayflower, Gnome met US lawyers and tinancial advisers. He told them that he

did not wish to identifyhimself to them, but that he was South African and had been a

minister in the South African Government. He said that he was in the United States to

find help in investing cenain funds that he had 'secured'in South Africa and which had

been exported, mainly via Liechtenstein and Panama, andthat he wished to 'resurface'

them in the US.
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, - -

Gnome added that the initial zum involved was $240 million, but that there were very

considerable additional funds available if suitable measures for investment could be

established. He said that no one would at arLy stage be allowed to know the true origin of

the funds, but that he could undenake that thqrwere "not contraband or narcotic-

related". The utmost discretion and confidentialiry must be maintained. He would be

employing physical protestion operatives while in the US as he felt under threat.

Gex first reported this information to SASS in early 1998. SASS officers first obstructed

the enquiry and then, either direcdy or through indiscretion, alerted the target, Gnome, to

the fact that he was being investigated by Ciex. Ciex has not been able to secure any

official support in pursuing this enquiry - which could lead to recovery of hundreds of

millions of dollars and would be of obvious political significance. Informal discussions

with law enforcement agencies in the United States have indicated considerable

willingness of the US authorities to pursue the matter if officially tasked.

Note: There is also pnnafrcie evidence of Gnome's involvement in unauthorised bank

note production. Sources independent of the Gnome enquiry have pointed to the

existence of this activitywhich is known to have been used to generate funds for special

operations under the previous government.
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P ot e ntial re c o vrie s and liabilitie s

Nedbank 'lifeboat'

In 1985 the SARB secretly gave Nedbanh unconditionally, a sum exceeding 100 million
Rand to cover the bank's losses from unprotecred lending to Louis L,ryg aprominent
member of the BderM. \ffuh accumulated interest the zum potentially recoverable is
not less than 500 million Rands, which Nedbank is well able to pay.

Judge Heatht verdict on the Absa 'lifeboat' and the conclusions of the Nel R?on
provide sffong grounds for reqreiring payment of this public monry.

(Other potentially recoverable 'lifeboat'grft, were made by the SARB to Bankovs and
First National B"nk).

Trust Bank Frauds lggi - lgg2

From 1986 to L992Trus.Bankwas secretly authorised bythe SARB to export 300
million US dollars Per annrm to the Catsman Islands to facilitate strategic purchases,.
The funds were not used for that pu{pose, but for a disguised Rand 'round-tripping'

operation' The sums available were invested from the CaFman Islands into Escom stock
and the annual profits from deding in this stod<, averaging berween 50-130 million US
dollars per annrm, were not repariated. Recovery could be pursued.

Procurement frauds in the US

Between 1987 end L993 South Alrican officials and US suppliers collaborated to defraud
the Government by ordering large items of expensive equipment which were paid for but
not delivered. The officials accepted invoices from the supplier for advance payment,
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failed to note non delivery, and blocked all subsequent enquiry. The brother and nephew

of the then Finance Minister, Barend du Plessis, were involved in setting up co{porate

entities in Jersq'to hold the proceeds of these operations and in providing billi"g

mechanisms for products and services which were sold to the Government, and on which

deposits were paid, but which v/ere not delivered.

(Similar fraudulent schemes were operated by officids and ministers in relation to bond

issues and the creation of spurious law suits against SA ministries on behalf of US

suppliers).

Bond issues

The SARB is believed to have issued undisclosed tranches of bond issues to Absa in

dollar denominations. The stock numbers are:

These unrecorded transactions represent a potentidly heavy liability for Government.

Gold audit

Evidence of discrepancies over the years between gold mined, gold held by the SARB, all

gold sold by mining companies, and gold actually sold through the gold pool in Zurich, is

available to be examined.

The Volker Committee has drawn attention to possible similarities between the irregular

behaviour of Swiss Banks in relation to Holocaust gold and the porential for irregular

handling of South African gold. lnvestigation in this area offers potenr oppornrnities for

negotiation vrith the Swiss over the future of South African gold mar{<aing.
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Volkskas head office site

A122 million Rand illicit profit made at Government expense with the connivance of

Finance Minister Barend du Plessis and Volkskas accountant Herc Hefer. (Flefer was

subsequently appointed Chairman of Volkskas.)

SARB assets

At a private meeting with senior Bank of England officials on 2 December 1993 the

recently appointed Secretary of the SARB said he had discovered that the SARB had

considerable assets, built up over the years byDr Stals, which had not been disclosed to

the MinistrF of Finance.

| 
fie also said that there were two rooms full of documents in the SARB to which only Dr

Stals had access. Ciex reported this to SASS but no action was taken to secure the

I documents).

This is a selection of enquiries begun and opportunities identified in pursuit of

our contract. Though we regularly reported them to SASS we have not yet been

able to secure official support in pursuing them. There are others.

I
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Great Lakes conflict

Ciex was asked by SASS in April L995 to produce a sample survry of the undisclosed

economic and tinancial interests contributing to the conflict. Reporting was required by

the then Deputy President. Ciex has good coverage of these topics in most of the

relevant countries. (And dso of French-sponsored interference in the dispute.)

A l4-page report was produced, described by SASS as 'excellent', but the projea was not

purzued.
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Islamic extremist subaersion and PAGAD

Gex was encouraged (but not paid) by SASS to investigate the possibfities of obtaffig

intelligence on connections between Pagad, the Sudanese Government, and Osama bin

Laden.

A senior source has been recruited and has produced credible reporting on subversive

connections, training and finance. There is scope for developing this and other sources.
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Rq:enwe Enhancement

The South Atrican Customs Service is seriously over-strerched and in some areas quite
ineffecnrd. Ciex has proposals for mro projecrs, eirher of which would in averyshon
time generate substantial additional revenue.

Direct support to Customs Senrice

A reviery carried out in South Atrica tluee years ago by Douglas Twecklle, former Chief
lnvestigations Officer in the British Customs Service, reported that revenue collecdon
was in crisis. Staffing levels and training were seen as inadequate, morale low, and
comrption widespread.

15 British Customs Officers were seconded for a two-y€ar period under Peter Rogers and
paid for b th" British government. A zubstantial improvemenr in revenue was achieved
by thir small team - which has noq/ left.

Ciex and its associates have been involved in giving suppon ro crrstoms services in a
number of counries. Startling improvements in revenue collection have been achieved.
In South Alrica there are two special areas of weakness : the continuation of fraudulent
systems and pracdces which were deliberatelyset up to circumvent sanctions and are now
used for fraud, and an over-concentration on drugs as against simple revenue collection.
'We 

have no doubt of being able to make averyhrg. monetary contribution if employed.

Establishment of a covert intelligence unit

One of the most serious deficiencies identitied by the Tvrcddle Report was rhe poor
qualfuy of intelligence available to Customs officers - the main weapon of mosr successful
customs operations.
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Gex and its local associates have operated successfully for a number of years in

monitoring gold and diamond smuggling exercises. 
'We 

have the skills to penetrate major

crime operations in these and similar areas.

Our proposal would offer these skills to develop an intelligence unit to penetrate

smuggling operations and customs evasion. The project would very rapidly become self-

fu"di"S and offer major revenue enhancement. It can support either customs or police

oPerations.

It is a fact that airpon security and customs operations in South Africa are atpresent

heavily penetrated by comrpt former members of the security forces.
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Management of tbe Intelligence Seruices

It is widely accepted that the intelligence services are t}.e weakest pan of the government
machine and often represenr a liability rather than an asser.

AP"n from substantial areas of disloyalty and cormption the problem is cultural. The
organisation and experience developed in sendng either a racist military regime or a
liberation movement are inappropriate for a democratic government with limited but very
important intelligence requirements. The instinas of mosr of the people at the top of
these organisations are unhelpful in getting the job done. The networlcs, intended for
sanctions-breaking and zubversion of the eneury abroad,and repression at home are tle
wrong size, the wrong shape, and do not relate to necessary and achievable tasks.

Switching a few top people from one job to another will not solve this problem. \Tithout
more extensive reforms the intelligence services will continue to mislead and embarrass
Governmem and provide opportunities for comrption and zubversion for those who
wish to pursue them.

Ciex has a wealth of experience to offer in all the relevant areas. rufle should like to be
involved in providing discreet advice to those chaqgedwirh reforming the services. '$fe

are a multi-national company free from govenrmental obligations, andwe have proved
our loyalry and discretion in the work qihich we have fur dyperformed-

\7e have zubmitted three Papers, reproduced here, which describe the conrribution to be
made:

Government intelligence services : proposals for the improvement of
intelligence collection and assessmenr.

Foreign intelligence : three actions which within monrhs would improve t1e
quality and reduce the cost of intelligence reaching ministers.
Intelligence task force : from transformation to renaissance.
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2.

3.

Government Intelligence Services: Proposals for the Improvement of Intelligence

Collection and Assessment

Recent events have shown that Govemment is poorly served by its intelligence

agencies. The organisation of intelligence production is inappropriate. The

intelligence produced is too often inadequate or misleading. Failures of management

produce serious embarrassments. Yet few govemments are in greater need of reliable

information.

Radical improvement of the situation is achievable working within existing

budgets. Important reforms could be introduced very quickly. A programme to

achieve this might include:

o Better iurangements for independent assessment and collation of the

intelligence presented to Government;

r Changes in the ilrangements for monitoring the activities of the intelligence

agencies, and for political responsibility and direction;

. Independent inspection of the operational arrangements of the intelligence

agencies;

o Enhanced methods of personnel selection, training and administration;

o Arrangements for the co-ordinated tasking of the intelligence agencies;

o Improved budgetary control.

Despite recent efforts at reform, the culture of government intelligence activity in

South Africa remains essentially a product of two now inappropriate traditions: the

system established by a repressive militaristic autocracy, and the patterns developed

by revolutionary movements. Both encourage a degree of secrecy which is now

unnecessary, and independence of normal govemment procedures.

Intelligence services tend to become a menace or an embarrassment if they are

allowed to use organisational secrecy as an excuse to avoid the political and

bureaucratic controls which are applied torother departments, or if intelligence which

4.



5.

they produce is given special significance in comparison with other information
available to Government. Embarrassing equipment losses on the one hand and
unbalanced intelligence advice on the other suggest both effects are currently present.

Reforms should pursue two goals:

the immediate establishment of more elfective procedures for the
independent assessment of intelligence;

a programme through which the intelligence agencies can be brought to
function within the main civil service structure, responding to normal
procedures of administration, accountability and inter-departmental
collaboration; retaining secrecy and special arrangements only where these
promote operational effectiveness; and increasing their direct input to the work
of other departments.

Assessment and collation of intelligence

An immediate and important gain from re-organisation lies in this area. The present
system of scrutiny by the National Intelligence Co-ordinating Committee is not
effective.

7. The principles to be applied are:

All intelligence received from secret sources should be subjected to well-
qualifi ed independent asses sment;

Intelligence should normally be supplied to Ministers in the form of
assessments, placing intelligence reports in the context of all other information
available on the subject from whatever source;

The assessments should be produced by inter-departmental groups which bring
together representatives of the intelligence agencies with officials from the
departments with an interest in or expertise on the mafier under study;

33
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8.

iv The agencies should not assess their own reporting other than for source

reliability and access.

The assessment procedure should be managed by a small staffdrawn from the

principal 'customer' departments and from the agencies. It should answer to an inter-

departmental committee comprising the heads of the intelligence agencies and

officials of deputy director general level from the main customer departments. One of

the latter, or a retired senior official, should be appointed chairman. A rough blueprint

of the organisation required is in the Appendix.

Intelligence agencies seldom achieve more than a limited view of a situation. It may

be very highly illuminating and instructive but it must be set in context and subjected

to independent scrutiny if it is to be relied on. Where intelligence agencies are

allowed to become directly influential in policy-making on the basis of their own

assessments - the CIA in Central Americ4 the French DGSE in Rwanda and Congo

DR - the results can be disastrous.

Responsibility and Control

Supervision of the intelligence agencies by a Minister of Intelligence enhances the

undesirable effect of separation from normal government controls and discourages full

accountability. Most of his advice comes from the officials he is supposed to control.

The involvement of the National Intelligence Co-ordinating Committee has a similar

effect and its supervision has also proven ineffective.

The only way to make an intelligence service keep properly in step with the rest of the

government machine is to develop continuous dialogue between it and the overt

department which is its main intelligence customer. For an overseas service this is the

department of external affairs, for a domestic service, internal affairs, and for a

military service, defence. There should be a close relationship between an external

intelligence service and the diplomatic service, and between an internal service and

the police. Intelligence services should be discouraged from unnecessary secrecy
34
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about their arrangements and should be encouraged to conform as much as possible to
normal bureaucratic practices.

The post of Minister of Intelligence should be discctntinued and the role of the
National Intelli gence co-ordinating committee re-exlmined. Responsibility for all
intelligence activity should be assumed by the Head of Govemment, assisted by the
Director General of his office. Day-to-day responsibility for monitoring tre activities
of the agencies and approving operations should be delegated to senior deparhnental
ministers thus:

Minister ofExternal Affairs SASS
Minister of Internal Affain NIA, police Intelligence
Minister of Defence DMI

All intelliSence operations capable of producing political embarrassment for
Governrnent should be the subject of a formal clearance procedrre resulting in
specific ministerial approval. submissions for clearance should contain the
recornmendations of the intelligence?gency, the deparfinent requiring the intelligence,
and the 'parent' department -External or Internal Affain or Defence - whose ministeris to approve the operation.

Implementation of a clearance procedure of this kind will offer one ofthe two mainopportunities for dialogue between ofEcials of rhe intelligence agency and their
departmental counterparts' It will encourage the planning of operations which offer abroad view ofthe situation rather than the limited view a,,ruit"ute to the ,",rurrr*, 

'

agency.

Independent inspection of the agencies

l5' The post of Inspector General of Intelligence should urgently be filled, with redefined
responsibility to:

i Monitor the functioning of the intelligence agencies on behalf of government.
ii Inspect and make recommendations on the administative and operational

management and effectiveness of the agencies and their resource management;
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iii Manage the collation of requirements for intelligence from departmental

intelligence customers and their prioritisation for agency resource deployment.

Personnel Selection, Training and Administration

16. These are key functions in any intelligence agency and are typically delegated to

unsuitable staff. There is a need for substantially enhanced management attention and
resource input in all these areas in both SASS and MA. A priority for inspection by
the IGI.

Co-ordinated tasking

17. Departrnents requiring intelligence suppor! principally Internal Affairs, External
Affairs, Defence, Finance, and Trade, should be required twice yearly to state their
intelligence needs in three orders of priority. The criterion for including requirernents
in the first order would be tbe department's willingness to recommend specific
budgetary support of intelligence activity to meet the requirements. Inter-
departmental liaison and discussion should be arranged by the IGI to identify formally
which agency should devote what level ofpriority to meeting which requirement.

Budgetary control

18. To promote public and oflicial confidence in the agencies and to encograge financial
responsibility on their part, their budgets should result as much as possible from the
same levels of Ministry of Finance scrutiny as are applied to other departments.

Offrcials of the Ministry of Finance can be given appropriate security vetting and
clearance to perform this function.

19. As an additional measure of control, contingency funds for unforeseen operational
requirements could either form part of the Govemment's central contingency fund,
and be made available only with the agreement of the Cabinet Secretary, or retained
within the agencies' own budgets but expended only after similar consultation. The
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practice of intelligence chiefs, whether offrcials or ministers, having unfettered access

to large contingency funds, is unhealthy.

20. Final decisions on agency budgets and on intelligence funds in general should be

taken by a committee consisting of the Directors General of the Head of

Government's office and of the Ministries of Finance, Defence, External Affairs and

Internal Affairs, operating with the assistance of the Director General of the agency

concerned and his financial officers together with appropriate officials of the Ministry

of Finance. The onus should be on the agency to defend its budgetary proposals and

its record of financial management.

t7.4.98
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Appendix

Organisation for the Assessment and Presentation of Intelligence to Cabinet

The key element is the creation of several specialised interdepartmental subject committees

to monitor intelligence on particular areas of govemment interest. Subjects might include

Africa, Rest of the World, Economy and Finance, Internal Security, Crime. Officials from

relevant departments would be identified to attend meetings as required. For example, the

Africa committee might meet weekly or fortnightly and would invariably include

representatives of External Affairs, SAIIDF, and SASS, with representatives of Finance and

Trade appearing when subjects of interest to them were on the agenda.

Organisational support and continuity would be provided by a small permanent Cenhal

Assessment Staff. This would comprise seconded officials from the main customer

departments and from the agencies, who would normally serve in it for about two years.

Members of the CAS would chair the subject committees, arrange their agendas, and produce
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their agreed assessments for circulation to ministers and departments. The assessments

themselves would be collations of all relevant intelligence and information.

The CAS would report to the Central lntelligence Committee. This would meet weekly. It

could be chaired either by one of its non-agency members or by a retired senior civil servant

with relevant experience. The Head of the CAS would attend as Secretary to the CIC.

At its meetings the CAS would perform two functions. It would revigw all major

assessments in draft form, either to approve them for circulation or to revise them, and it

would decide the programme of major assessments to be produced by the CAS. The Head of

the CAS would liaise directly with the Cabinet Secretariat to identiff topics relevant to

cabinet concerns.

Major iilisessments, of four types, would be produced for CIC approval:

o Immediate Assessment: Cabinet requires briefing on a sudden and critical development.

Examples: report of anti-government plot; civil disaster with heavy loss of life; serious

rioting; sudden collapse of Rand on intemational markets. CAS tasked to produce

assessment of available intelligence within hours, subject commifiee called to emergency

meeting, draft assessment produced regardless of time of day or night and circulated to

CIC members who either agree it individually or meet to discuss it, assessment approved

and circulated. In a developing situation the subject committee might meet several times

in24 hours to consider and assess incoming reports.

o Priority Assessment: Cabinet requires early briefs on an important development.

Example: potential consequences of collapse of East Asian banking and investment

markets. Subject committee (Finance, Trade, External Affairs, SASS) collates available

intelligence and submits assessment for approval at next CIC meeting.

Periodic Assessment: Occasional snap-shots of ongoing situations of established

concem to government. Timing of assessments decided by CIC in the light of

developments, available reporting, and other preoccupations. Examples: . progress and
39
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prospects of SPLA campaign in Sudan; Zimbabwean economy; US foreign policy in

Africa.

o Regular Assessment: Covering topics of continuous Government concern. Examples:

potentially subversive right wing activity; organised crime.

There are two important advantages of this system. The first is that on any situation on

which the Cabinet requires briefing of greater sophistication and scope than is provided by

departmental reports, the machinery of the Central Assessment Staff will provide an

authoritative statement based on all available information and scrutinised at the highest level.

This is firm ground on which to base decisions.

The second is that it engages the intelligence agencies in continuous dialogue with the other

departments whose interests they serve. The committee process allows continuous criticism
- in a positive sense - and fine-tuning of intelligence activity. It allows the agencies to

operate with a broadly informed view of the concerns, knowledge and activities of the rest of

the govemment structure.

The appointment of a senior official or retired official as the Chairman of the CIC, to be

custodian of the integrity of this process, has advantages, and balances the appointment of a

person of equal weight as IGI to oversee the intelligence procurement process.

17.4.98
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Foreign intelligence : three actions which within months

would improve the quality and reduce the cost of intelligence

reaching ministers

l . Withdraw 50oh of SASS representatives from Western capitals because:

b.

c.

d.

e.

They are hugely expensive.

They are largely unnecessary : if there is an important collaboratisn it is better

pursued in Pretoria, where more of your people can be involved, or on visits by

appropriate staff.

In most cases there is very little opporhrnity for them to collect real

intelligence, so they have nothing to do and simply act as quasi-diplomats.

They are more likely to be spied on than to spy effectively.

You cannot afford to send good staff. These must be reserved for real

intelligence tasks, mainly in Africa. If you don't send good stafi, the people

you do send will embarass you and have road accidents.

Anathema to suggest it, but ordinary communication with western agencies can

perfectly well be maintained by an ambassador. Why not?

No non-western intelligence service is so widely represented in Europe as

SASS. Deployment largely mirrors the aparttreid support-net. Why?

The average cost of maintaining an offrcer abroad, in addition to salary, cannot

be less than one million rands p.a. Very large savings are available.

Note:

4l



2.

Staff savings are very important. Redeployment of the better ones would

produce better results elsewhere.

Use a modest proportion of the savings to finance contracted-out intelligence

production by private firms on non-sensitive requirements

Non-sensitive requirements are ones which are:

e Of obvious interest to South Africa and therefore offer the contractor no
privileged understanding of such interests

Of obvious interests to parties other than the South African Government, so
that commissioning research into them carries no particular risk oi
embarrassment.

Examples, all of which are of concern to governments, international organisations,

comrnercial interests, could include:

. Factors affecting stability of neighbouring states : opportunities for positive

influence

Factors affecting availability of development and investment funds for South

Africa : attitudes of decision makers

. Involvement of South African based individuals and entities in conflict-

promoting trade in the region, especially weapons.

r Factors affecting access for South Africa and other countries to Angolan oil
production

. Organised crime influences on SoOtfh Africa.
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3.

Promotion of islamist subversion and terrorism in the region.

Introduce an interdepartmental structure for assessment and tasking

Three principles:

Intelligence agencies which are allowed to work on their own, set their own

tasks, assess their own product, are a dangerous nuisance.

Assessment of intelligence must involve and should preferabty be managed by

people from departments other than those which produce it.

Assessments for Ministers must always be based on all available information -

mediq diplomatic reporting, internet, secret intelligence - neverjust on secret

intelligence (intelligence from SASS posts in embassies abroad should

invariably be shown to the ambassador for comment and despatched with this

comment appended).

Note:

A further expansion of these principles is contained in our earlier paper (17.a.98) of

which a copy is attached.

10.3.99
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Intelligence Task Force (ITF)

From Transformation to Renaissance

The Heritage of Apartheid Intelligence

Objectively, the past perforunance (1950-1990) of the South African intelligence community
can only be categorised as a failure. It failed realistically to assess the internal and external
sustainability of apartheid as a system of government, and to give proper warning to its then
clients (the National Party government and its mostly Afrikaaner support base) of the actual
risks and true consequences. Until just before it ended, apartheid was never recognised as an
unsustainable and impossible political sfrategy, both internally and externally. lVloreover, the
severity of the world-wide rejection of racism after the collapse of nazi Germany was not
understood. For decades the 'experts' in the South African intelligence community actually
believed that the international outlawing of racism was not a serious issue, and that the East-
West conflict could allow South Africa to continue to compete with other dictatorships and
rogue nations for the annually worst human rights ratings without suffering the
consequences.

Most severely, the capacity of the liberation movements to mobilise international support and
grasp the moral high ground in all relevant international arenas was totally misjudged, first in
respect of the former Portuguese colonies, then in respect of Rhodesia and Namibia, and
finally South Africa itself. As a resul! all the divisions of the SA intelligence community
deluded each other and their clients for decades about the true force and danger of the
liberation movements, focussing solely on their limited military resources and lack of
internal mobility. They simply forget to study and understand the true perceptions, values
and interests of South Africa's major trading partners, as well as the actual development and
directions of international relations as a system.

Eventually the South African intelligence services degenerated into vastly.overpaid and
ineffective disinformation and propaganda machines and into a resource for logistical support
for all kinds of comrpt and criminal activities. These ranged from smuggling private
shopping items for ministers through South African customs, to money laundering stolen
public funds, industrial espionage for the benefit of private South African companies,
printing of false American bank notes for personal enrichment (payment of sources with false
notes, to keep the genuine notes for own use), and evenfually political assassination, sabotage
of physical installations in foreign countries, subversion, and large scale regional
destabilisation.
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Lacking in objectivity, good judgement and internal integrity within its own ranks, the
Apartheid intelligence community produced a long list of failed and erroneous dssessments.

For instance, until 1985 the National Intelligence Service insisted that foreign banks and
creditors would be the least likely to stop supporting South Africa. As a result South Africa
was taken by surprise when foreign banks called up the main credit lines in August l9g5,
provoking the crippling moratorium on foreign debt, the collapse of the Rund, and
subsequent dependence of the economy on 'clandestine' (mostly Swiss) credit lines costing
up to 38% in interest.

In 1986 the intelligence experts were convinced that the US Anti-Apartheid Act would not
hnd a rnajority in Congress and Senate, because it was believed that the Act was the initiative
of a small and non-representative minority of 'race-politicians' and that the vast majority of
Americans actually admired the white South African govemment. Contrary to this wishful
thinking the Act was rapidly passed and became the international yardstick for the complete
isolation of South Africa which was to foltow.

In 1988 both the military and the civilian wings of the intelligence community believed that
Unita, with the help of South Africa's outdated 'Mirage' fightir planes, had a iealistic chance
of winning the war and forming an internationally acceptable gov.rnm"nt in Angola This
complete misjudgement was only surpassed by the National Inteltigence Servici insisting
that Renamo in Mozambique would simply disintegrate and disappiar all on its own, jusi
because it had been deprived of its 'support' by some junior u*ty liaison officers and
national servicemen. In their complete state of delusion, the rank and file of National
Intelligence actually believed that Unita would win because it had the 'support' of a few
hundred Afrikaans officers and soldiers and advisors, many of whom were engaged in a
lucrative trade in ivory and diamonds. Reversibly, the same ie4perts' actually tfrougtrt that a
goup such as Renamo would not survive, simply because their Afrikaaner tairers and
advisors had been withdrawn.

A few years later, rn 1992, the entire South African intelligence community was adamant that
peace in Angola was a certainty, and encouraged businessmen to start iheir pilgrimage to
Luanda for lucrative investments. At the same time the collapse of the Mozamblqrr" f,ru""process was predicted as inevitable. Once again a disastrous misjudgement was basld on the
simple assumption that because the Angolan peace process 

-*d 
ugt"ements had been

essentially the work of trusted white South Africans, and the UozamUique process and
agreement was not, the former had to succeed and the latter would fail. As a iesult South
African business lost hundreds of millions in failed investment attempts in Arigol* and lost
at least ten times that amount in foregone investment opportunities in MozaniUique, where
the entire banking and insurance industry was scooped up instead by Portugu"s" g.oupr.

Finally, n 1994, some of the most senior intelligence officers kept privately assuring their
former bosses that an absolute or near absolute -i;ority for the Nationat Party was actually a
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realistic possibility. As a result, Deputy President De Kerk found it diflicult to accept a
reality that was quite different, and the Government of National Unity had an unnecessarily
difficult start and eventually bad ending.

Transform ation Intelligence

A long history of intellectual and cultural isolation can explain to a great extent the relatively
poor performance and eventual degeneration of the Apartheid intelligence community. The
crucial question is how past mistakes are recognised as such, and how it can be avoided that
the negative traditions and bad habits of the past end up being transplanted into the new and
future intelligence structures.

Two critical aspects come to mind immediately. The frst is the issue of loyalty and
cleansing of the inherited services. The second is the challenge of installing a new and open-
minded professionalism to counter ttre intellectual isolation of the past, both as regards the
aparttreid mentality of white intelligence personnel, as well as an equally narrow minded and
inadequate socialist struggle mentally inherited from orthodox Marxist Leninist support
strucfures in Prague, East Berlin, Sofia or elsewhere.

Regarding the first issue of loyalty, the truth is that by 1992 the South African 'spies' and
'espionage administrators', with very few exceptions, had become indifferent to any political
order, including the emerging new South Africa. Cynicism and an entirely mercenary and
opportunistic mindset prevailed. The risk of contamination for the new entrants into the
intelligence services was underestimated. The most comrpt and unscrupulous old members
were the ones who appeared most loyal and welcoming in the new South Africa, and who
were most eager to sacrifice any former own colleagues for the purpose of distracting
affention from their own past crimes.

Even though the top structures of the various intelligence branches were rapidly transformed
both as regards personnel and organisational framework, with substantial additional funding
being made available to the resulting two new civilian services, the installation of a new
mindset has not yet been achieved. The necessary commitment to democractic values,
competitive and measurable performance, and in particular to a 'rule of law mentality', has
not evolved beyond stereotype and propagandistic acclamations on official occasions.
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3.

4.

Regarding the levels of education and modern intellectual preparedness and understanding of
any reality under investigation, it can be observed that in virtually all matters of national
importance since 1994, both NLA and SASS have failed to provide even the most minimally
correct information and intelligence:

l. The actual procedure and true chances and risks of obtaining a trade ageement with
the European Union were again and again misgauged, to the embarrasslnent and great
economic loss of South Africa, over a period of 5 years, when virtually every law
student in Europe could have informed the South African Department of Trade and
Industry that a decision could never be taken against the resistance of even only one
European nation. Consequently, the bilateral aspects of the fiade agreement were
consistently overlooked, and much time, effort and cost was invested at the wrong
(namely the multilateral) level.

2. The preparedness of judicial administrations in the US to close the
DENEL/ARMSCOR arms smuggling cases and the actually applicable procedures
were repeatedly misjudged by the intelligence community who continued to entertain
wishful thinking by Denel administrators.

The root causes of the Congo conflict were never objectively analysed on the basis of
facts and knowledge rather than prejudice and wishful thinking. As a result, each and
every peace initiative of South Africa has been out of touch with reality, and has, too
often, failed to reward the efforts of the South African President and Deputy
President.

The true activists of the thriving South African zums trade with the various
participants in the regional conflicts in Africa have been actively disguised by the
various intelligence services, so as to protect lucrative and essentially comrpt
networks of friendship and influence. This has cost South Africa considerable loss of
credibility both in Africa and at the level of the United Nations. It must seem
ludicrous to have the South African Ambassador in Luanda blame some miserable
construction workers who were identified as the principal culprits of arms supplies to
Unita, when at the same time, and fully identified by Western intelligence services, a
90 million US$ prograrnme for the supply of heavy armament to Unita is being
organised and implemented right in the middle of Johannesburg.

The efforts of South Africa's ultra conservative trade and tariff policies towards its
African neighbours have been completely misjudged, so that the political leadership
was essentially caught by surprise when it became evident that South Africa today has
an extremely negative image in Africa, to the defriment of its regional policy
objectives, and even of market penetration for its products (for instance: beer in
Kenya).

A gross case in point was the disinformation by the intelligence corlmunity that the
military intervention in Lesotho would enjoy popular support in Lesotho and be

5.

6 .
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welcomed internationally. The exact opposite occurred, and in international circles
the Lesotho intervention was equated by some with the invasion of Prague by the
Soviet Union in 1968. Whether fair or true or not is immaterial for the present
reasoning. The disturbing fact is simply that one of the comparatively largest and
most expensive intelligence communities in the World (in relation to GDP and overall
government expendifure), namely the South African intelligence services were
incapable of waming the South African govemment, first of the consequences of a
comrpt election adminisfation system put into place substantially by the DENEL
information technology divisions, and then of the true and real sentiments of the
people on the streets in Maseru, of the international and South African media, and of
international diplomatic circles.

7. Another example of the dysfirnctional state of the South African intelligence
community is the Cabora Bassa project. Fully rehabilitated at a cost to the European
Union of some 150 million US dollars, this largest source of truly regional electric
energy is simply not being utilised at all, as a result of a deliberate economic sabotage
strategy driven by the South African coal industry which wishes to promote the coal
producers interests by safeguarding coal lued power stations. The truly amazing
aspect is that the South African govemment seems not even to be aware of the true
economic interests at play and the eventual social and political cost in Mozambique of
a continued South African boycoff of the power generated and supplied by Cabora
Bassa.

8. Internally in South Africa" the intelligence services have also failed to produce
adequate results. None of the greater economic sabotage conspiracies have been
identified and monitored since 1994. Car theft crime syndicates continue to thrive
with the involvement of public officials from all kinds of services, including the
police. So do bank-note thefts and counterfeiting. Penetration of right-wing or ethnic
goup subversion is inadequate and threat assessments are misleading.

The situation can be summarised without exaggeration, by stating that the South African
intelligence services, with the exception (but to relatively modest degree only) of the military
service, are not only highly ineffective and capable of producing serious embarrassment but
may actually be the most wasteful and disproportionately expensive item in the entire South
African government budget. Most of the genuine information currently produced by SASS
and NIA could be readily retrieved from the internet by a few adequately trained operators
and researchers. Intelligence from so-called 'agents' has frequently proved counter-
productive.

The good news is that during the current transformation period the breaking up of old
intelligence networks commifted to sabotaging of the new order and its govenrment has been
achieved. The declared aim of some senior officials in 1994, namely to 'prove to the World
that the Kaffirs can't govern', has been successfully thwarted, thanks mainly to the high level
of vigilance of a small team of new and loyal ANC intelligence administrators.
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Focussing on Renaissance

The national project of Renaissance can be reduced simply into the proposition of an African
state that is a sustainable economic success, whilst safeguarding the rule of law, international
human rights standards, and a democratic form of government. That is what the entire world
has been hoping to see happening on the African continent (at least once), and the failure
thereof, so far, is a major cause for the despair and insecurity of African people and their
leaders. To win and implement the African Renaissance in South Africa, and later elsewhere
on the continent is the single greatest historic task which a government could set itself. tt
franscends the formidable achievement of decolonisation, because it will require a tnre
mobilisation and commitrnent of the masses of peoples, whilst decolonisation could be
driven by an elite or relatively small alliances of groups of elites. Just as decolonisation will
one day be judged as the greatest event of the 20b century, so will the realisation of African
Renaissance be one day judged as the greatest achievement of the 21* century.

The focus on African Renaissance is intrinsically a positive and future oriented focus. It can
greatly facilitate the formulation of new coqporate and service mentalities and new common
values. A 'renaissance culture' must be gradually developed, similarly to what is today
known in the First World as a 'rights culture'. It will install in people the pride, self
confidence, dedication and moral commitment that have been so severely compromised,
degenerated and destroyed during the decades of aparttreid.

For the intelligence services, the challenge will first be to become integrated into the South
African post-transformation society, and then to acquire an entirely new professional identity
and service mentality.

Addressing the immediate shortcomings

As pointed out above, currently the two critical shortcomings in the intelligence services are
the lack of loyalty and commitment, and the lack of modern intellectual preparedness and
understanding, of the great majority of its staffand leadership.
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The easiest way to bring about very rapid improvements in a person's (or group's) loyalty
and commitment to appointed tasks is competition from outside the group. In the case of
govenrment administrations, however, such competitive pr€ssure can seldom be generated by
the creation of yet another strucfure depending on the same overall administration, and
operating on the basis of essentially the same working (or service) conditions, with staff
recruited essentially from the same pool of candidates. What is required instead is a true
'parallel stucture' of outsiders and newcomers. The simplest way to achieve this is to
appoint intemational and private sector service companies to produce certain intelligence on
a contractual basis, and to present their outcomes independently of those produced by the
public service intelligence community for evaluation and ranking. The beneficial effects of
this exercise are frustrated, however, if the presentation and evaluation of the 'third party
intelligence' is entrusted to the traditional public service intelligence cornmunity who will
not resist the temptation of protecting its own best interests by undermining the potential
outcomes.

As to the lack of intellectual preparedness and understanding which characterises many
intelligence officials both old and new, the answers can only be found in a combination of
staffretrenchment and new professional staff recruitment. Recruitment must be informed by
knowledge of best procedure, and training must be driven and to a large extent caried out by
outside (and probably foreign) resources if a new overall mentality and mindset is to be
introduced.

Re-defining Intelligence Priorities

Finally it will be crucial to define clear and genuine Sfrategic Priorities for the African
Renaissance. These will determine whether governmental action in the coming years will be
able to ensure continued popular support for an African Renaissance policy, or whether a
lack of delivery of actually measurable progress will force the political leadership to revert to
traditional'underdevelopment' policies.

Intelligence requirements must be drawn up to reflect these strategic priorities. It is
suggested that a new intelligence task force, consisting of a new and multidisciplinary
organism, referred to in this paper simply as the Intelligence Task Force (ITF) should be
primarily responsible for the prioritising of intelligence requirements, and for decisions as to
which requirements would be entrusted (separately or in parallel) to private sector
conftacting agencies. It would view strategic priorities from a wider perspective, for instance
by giving due weight to foreign perceptions of South Africa rather than concentrating on
inside or internal views. By way of example some current SASS priorities could be re-
focussed as follows:
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Ranking SASS ITF'
I What causes funding for

RSA to dry up?
Which are factors and forces
affracting foreign investment
to South Africa?

2 Who is destabilising
SADC countries?

Which SADC counties are
unstable or likely to become
unstable and why?

3 What drives organised
crime?

Who and where are the
markets for SA's crime
syndicates?

4 Who is funding and
training PAGAD?

Which aspirations are the
basis for PAGAD
membership and foreign
support?

e Table: Redefined Intelligence Priorities

Considering such SASS priorities more generally, it is submitted that they lack integration
into an overall national project, i.e. the African Renaissance objectives. For instance, two out
of four priorities currently deal with crime. Although crime is named most vociferously as a
deterrent to investment and development by the opposition and opponents of the government
and by the mediq proper scientific research would show that crime is a comparatively
irrelevant consideration in decisions about foreign investment in South Africa. The far more
decisive criteria are the size and future growth of consumer market, profit margins, the
security of the investment, ild the ease of trading. The size and growth of the consumer
markets are only marginally influenced by crime, they depend on the actual buying power of
the consumers. Profit margins are not influenced by crime but rather by the stability of the
currency (and by the degree to which South Africa manages to break up a monopoly of
essentially Afrikaner driven banks that perpetuate high interest rates and the constant
depreciation of the Rand as against the Dollar or Deutsche Mark). Finally, ease of trading is
also not influenced by crime, not even the occasional theft of goods out of a truck. It is
deterrnined by the efficiency of the legal system and legal certainty. Thus, the fact that the
South African legal system is highly ineffective and infected by comrption on all levels, is
far more relevant than the acfual nurnber of criminal offences on the street.

Afric an Renaissance Obj ectives

If the intelligence services are to play their part in supporting African Renaissance the
requirements for intelligence work must reflect Renaissance objectives. The ITF is proposed
as the mechanism to achieve this, and to overcome the insularity and introspection which
typically bedevill intelligence services all over the world. Its composition must be broad
enough to absorb, contribute to and interpret broad objectives. Itself formed on an inter-
departmental basis, it must attract regular inputs from outside experts - academics and
professionals both South African and foreign. (But how, we will immediately be asked, can
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foreigners be trusted to discuss intelligence work? The answer is that the only part of
national intelligence work which cannot freely be discussed, since most broad requirements
are obvious to any thoughtful observer, are a few very specific matters - which would
obviously be excluded from this process - and the methodologies of intelligence collection
and the identities of some of those involved in it). An inner Soup, of officials only, could
refine the ITF's work into specific tasks.

Broad iueas of intelligence requirement which the ITF might bring forward could, as
examples, include some ofthe following:

r Intelligence to assist in securing 'foreign investment critical service deliveries' such as
First World telecommunications, internet access, hotel infrastucture, banking and
insurance, appropriate immigration administration, customs r6gimes.

o Intelligence designed to secure periodic 'foreign relations success events', such as
identiffing realistic opportunities for intervention in the Great Lakes conflict; or
identiffing ways of ensuring that the forthcoming elections in Mozambique zue a
success - contributing to stability in the region - and one for which South Africa,
pivotal regional power, attracts credit.

r Monitoring the probity of high profile politicians so that those who transgress can be
dispensed with promptly and publicly, attracting credit to government dnd enhancing
the image of top leadership, rather than after a protacted process and loss of public
confidence.

r A positive contribution to international terrorist containment attracting support also
for South Africa's nascent terrorist problem.

. Identiffing and targeting single development projects that will be highly visible as
proof of African Renaissance delivery, providing intelligence on the potentially
available sources of funds and on the attitudes of those controlling them.

A generalisation which could stand the test of time is that introversion and mirror-imaging
are the main enemies of effective intelligence work. Another is that national intellgience
communities which are allowed to set, pursue, and evaluate their own tasks without regular
and challenging blasts of oxygen from outside the tent in which they all, all around the
world, typically prefer to live, will prove wholly counter productive in their influence upon a
govemment's achievement of its objectives.
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AppendixA

1.

1 .1

MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT BETWEEN

THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA

AND

GIEX LIMITED

PARTIES

This agreement is entered into between CIEX a company incorporated in and

under the laws of the United Kingdom, having its registered office in 6

Buckingham Gate, London SWIE 6JP (hereinaftercalled C|EXwhiclt expression

shall, where context attows, include any assigns of CIEX) and the Republic of

South Africa (hereinafter called the RSA, which expression shall, wtrere the

expression allows, include any asslgns of the RSA).

APPOINTMENT AND DURATION

CIEX is hereby appointed to provide consulting services to the RSA as described

below.

This agreement shall be deemed to have oommenced with the receipt by CIEX

of the first agreed payment and shall continue in force until terminated by either

party.

This agreement will be reviewed monthly. Termination will be by either party

giving one calendar month's noti@ to the other of the intention to withdraw from

the agreement, except that at the end of the first rnonth, onfy, the RSA shall be

fnee to terminate this agreement immediately without further payment and without

reasons given. Thereafter a full month's notice of termination shall be required,

and this may be given at any time.

2.

2.1

2.2
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3.

3.1
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OBJECTIVES, TASKING, SUPERVISION AND REPORTING

CIEX willwork to support and enhance the efiorts of the RSA and ils designated

officials to address the matters described in paragraph four (4) below and as

elaborated in the attached addendum, or any modification of thern which may be

prescribed by designated officials of the RSA and accepted by CIEX as within its

area of competence.

CIEX willwork in close collaboration with and under the guidance of designated

officials of the RSA-

CIEX will report fully on its activities in refation to this agreement at not less than

monthly intervals, and will provide interim reporting should this be required.

GONSULTANCY SERVICES TO BE PROVIDED BY GIEX

CIEX hereby undertakes to use its best endeavours to provirle intelligence (in the

form of evidence to support action by the RSA) and advice (designed to assist

in identiffing and assessing the options for such action) in relation to the

following issues and any others which may by agreement, be added:

t . Obtaining such restitution as is practicable for illegal subventions
provided by the SARB to ABSA and other institutions;

Stopping such illegalities, and improving control of the SARB and

the banking system in general;

Recovering misappropriated public monies and assets;

Negotiating with the Swiss and other govemments and banking

authorities for help in the recpvery of funds and positive support for

RSA bonowing reguirements;
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v. Developing leverage with major commerdal interests in RSA with

a view to obtaining greater support for govemment sociaf and

economic pKlgrammes;

vi. Redressing the information bafance on comlption issues.

4.2 lt is foreseeable that the RSAs priorities in relation to these and related matters

may fluctuate according to circumstances. CIEX will accept guidance from the

designated officials. An addendum to this agreement notes the present

understanding as to the results CIEX should seek to achieve.

5

5.1

GONFIDENTL,ALITY

CIEX undertakes that it will not at any time, whether during the continuation in

brce of this agreement or any time after termination thereof, divulge or tracle any

infurmation, documents, materials or reveal sources and methods used in relation

to this investigation to persons or institutions without prior consent by the RSA.

PROPERTY
f,(c {r rgr.wli

Allgrr5nce materials and original documents in possession of the CIEX shallon

completion of the investigation become the sole property of the RSA and shall

upon termination of the agreement be reh.rmed in originalform.

PAYMENT

The RSA undertakes to pay to CIEX, in rehrm for proper performance of its

services under the terms of this agreement, an inclusive sum of BP 100, 000 per

month to cover fees and expenses, payable monthly in advance, the first

paymentbeing dueftomthe signing of this agreement and subsequent payments

being due at monthly intervals from the date of this agreemenfs taking effect.

6
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A commission of lo%will be paid on the llrst US$ 100rn.

A commission of 7.5o/o will be paid on any subsequent money recovered.

8.1

9 .1

7.2 The RSA undertakes to pay clEX a commission on ;k^rnonies and assets
successfully recovered. Such commission wilf be paid after deduction of the total
fees paid to CIEX and will be calculated on the net total of money, or asset value,
recovered after deduction of legal and other costs of recovery, according to the
foflowing scale:

(a)

(b)

DOMIGILTA AND NOTICES

The parties choose theirdomicilia citiandiet executandithe addresses mentioned

below, but suclt domicilium of either party may be cfranged by written notice ftom

such party to the other party with effec't ftrom the date of receipt to deemed by the
latter of such notice.

JURISDIGTION

This agreement shall be govemed by, subject to, interpreted and enfurced in
allowance respects in accordance with the laws of RSA.

ln*-1)
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Signedat..... ' !-#...onthis..... ' ......*......dayof,

B'-,t+l . I****-*l\=. ... 6 i'::rx*....-q",*-l
;;;;;il;;of the Republic of south Atrica

9."+S'r......1ee7
\

€ttss J

L+ot

sisned at..................f.:.:.t:..*;.......................on tris..Q-.].1.....0"v
or........9- s.1.f,..hg.:........... 1 ee7

-

*.:..5-'-{..Yai::"." " " " ' 7 '

f ' \ /
ta.r. a,r^4.ara l) rre cq(
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - . . . . . ) .

For and on behalf of CIEX

,

Address.. ... ...?....h.:..:.:.:..--;Y..:...9 .*..1'*.*.*,p.*.*!r.:.1....,
Who by his signature warants that he is duly authorised
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Who by his
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ADDEIVDUM

Priorities for CIEX aftention from comme,ncement of the engagernent (to be reviewed

monthly)

Priority l: BANKORP / ABSA Lifeboat

ABSA operates with the srryport of a subvention which was illegally provided by

the SARB and has nwer been repaid Because it was undisclosed no tax has bee,n

paid on income which continues to result from it. CIE)( will work to provide

reports detailing firstly,

i. The circumstances in which the lifeboat was provided

ii. How the scheme was dweloped and operated

iii its financial and tax effects

iv individuals and institutions associated or involved in the scheme

v advice at to its illegality

and secondly,

options for the govenrment in pursuit of financial and/or other forms of

restitution, avoidance or further illegality, improved contnol (and

political dividend), together with an assessment of the legal and

financial implications of each option.
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Timetable:

Priority 2:

Priority 3:

Friority 4:

CONFIDENTIAL
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The first of these reports (items i - v) should be completed within one

month of commencement. The second (item vi) witl form part of the

second month's work.

Other illegal subventions.

Action by govemment on these will need to be co-ordinated with action

on the ABSA life-boat, improved contnols at the SARB. A substantial

contribution to these matters should be developed from the second

month; progress will depend partly on what discreet and reliable

support can be obtained fr66 vithin the SARB.

Asset recov€ry

Work on this task will be pursued inparallel with other activity from

the beginrring of the assignme,nt. Timing of results is unpredictable (but

one modest caphrre would finanee the programme).

lnter-governmental negotiations, negotiations with individual major

foreip banls. Any negotiations at government level must fit the

context of RSA's relationship with the country concerned. However, a

number of foreign govenrments are vulnerable. The objective is to

provide briefs which will detail sanctions, infringernent patterns, and

the scale of benefits derived and suggest options for quiet negotiation.

There are real levers for negotiations, especially in Switzerland - gold

market, ernbarrassme,nt,liability of some promine,nt individual to

prosecution.



Appendix B

Ciex sentice to Heads of Goaernment/Senior Officials

People at the top of a bureaucratic structure, whether official or commercial, rety on the

qralhy of information available to guide their decisions.

in Atrica) to provide independent information with which ro compare,

supplement, or even challenge the information provided by officials.

Africa is emphasised bythe divided loyalties of some officials and advisers

inherited from the past. Government musr often be frusrated bythe lack

of objective information on zuch matters as:

Politically relevant co mmerci aI acctvdrty

Activities and intentions of major commercial/tinancial groups

Right wing subversion

Policies and commercial intentions towards South Africa of relevant

foreign powers

Factors affecting inward investment: attitudes and intentions of major

international colporations

European union attirudes and intentions towards South Africa

Factors affecting regional stabiliry
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